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Plotting Story Structure: Defining Story Using Character: Part 1A  

A Word about Goals and Motivation and Conflict 

 

 

Introduction: This is a super condensed highlight of GMC, a super important component of any 

Synopsis. Please do ask questions, if you need clarification, but understand that the scope of the 

course is on the How To’s of writing a Synopsis and Query Letter, not learning the ins and outs 

of GMC. 

 

 

Goals—A Protagonist’s Goal is what sets the story in motion and drives the story forward. 

 

According to Debra Dixon, in her book, appropriately titled GMC: Goal, Motivation and 

Conflict,  “a goal is a desired result, a purpose or an objective.” Bottom line, a goal is “what our 

character wants.” (p. 12) What’s more, “Goals must be important and urgent. Failure will create 

consequences for the character.” (p.29) 

 

It is important to note two things: 

 

1.  A protagonist does not always have to achieve her goal and 

2.  “the heroine’s goal in a romance novel is not to fall in love and get married.” (p.17) 

 

 

When thinking about Goals for your Protagonist (or indeed any character), it is important to 

remember that Goals should function on two levels.  

 

1. External—a sensory need like a mortgage, that little bistro, a date for the heroine’s best 

friend’s wedding, discovering who killed… 

2. Internal—the core belief or values AKA emotional needs of a character that remain 

unfulfilled 

 

 

Motivation—A Protagonist’s Motivation provides the answer to WHY she wants that Goal. 

 

If you are a newer author, Dixon suggests, “Keep it simple. Keep it strong. Keep it focused.” 

(p.31)  

 

Like Goals, characters should have External and Internal motivations, the latter maybe hidden 

even from the character until she is further along in her journey. Motivation drives the decisions 

your character makes in her endeavor to achieve her goals. 

 

That means— each decision your character makes must be backed by a compelling, important 

motivation.  
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Conflict—If a Protagonist’s Goal defines What, “Conflict is the ‘why not.’” (p.59) 

 

 

If nothing stood between your Protagonist and her Goal, you would be writing a very short and 

most likely boring story. Conflict defines what stands between your Protagonist and her Goal.  

 

Conflict serves an important purpose. As Dixon explains, “Conflicts test your character. 

Characters who are tested usually experience character growth.” (p. 66)  

 

To do that, Conflicts should, like Goals and Motivations, include External and Internal factors. 

Internal conflict, “is what keeps the character from learning his life lesson.” Indeed, “the 

strongest conflicts to achieving a goal are the characters own emotional roadblocks.” (p. 67) 

 

It is critical to remember that: 

 

1.  IF two characters could sit down and chat out an issue, you DO NOT have a conflict.  

2. “Conflicts produce a winner and a loser. Unless there is a compromise.” (p. 82) This 

latter ‘solution’ is often in a romance to achieve the HEA. 

 

 

 

 

 

Assignment 3:  
 

Create a basic GMC statement for your story using the ‘formula’ sentence below. The 

highlighted words in the sentence signal the crucial components of GMC respectively. 

 

 

[Insert name of Protagonist] wants [Insert Key Goal] because s/he is [Insert Key Motivation], 

but [Insert Source of Key Conflict]. 
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